8o	PRINCE BULOW
I pointed out that Mr, White had omitted to write on the
envelope: " In case of the addressee being dead please
forward to the Beyond," I could, however, assure him that
I was writing my reply, not from the asphodel fields of
Elysium but from the sunny earth, or rather from misty
Vienna, and with no skeleton hand, but a living fleshly arm.
Further, I had often heard that people given up as dead always
lived a long time, and that since I had a great-grandfather on
the paternal side who lived to be over a hundred, T would do
my best to follow his example, especially as I still had a pile
of work on earth to get through which appealed to me far
more than the drudgery of day-to-day journalism. 1 told him
that I was writing by the same post direct to Donna Laura—
to assure her of my well-being—that there had obviously
been confusion with Eugine Mflntz, and that the Italian
papers had given the Parisian scholar obituary notices in
which some part of my own insignificant achievements had
been included.
By a curious coincidence, just as I was setting my signature
to this letter, an unexpected visitor from Rome was an-
nounced, die sculptor Josef Kopf, who was doing me the
extreme kindness of bringing me a relief of MaKvida Mcysen-
• bug, of which he told me he had made a second for Countess
Biilow,
The following day I dispatched a second letter as follows:
vienna,
The 8/A November^ 1902.
dear ambassador,
After several readings of your lettet it has occurred
to me that possibly your unusual question may not have
been asked so much from motives of sympathy towards
my unworthy self as, trusting in the correctness of out
Donna Laura's information, in order to obtain from me
some information concerning the Beyond.   This would
be in keeping with your insatiable thirst for learning, which
through a long life has caused you to drink continually
from the well of knowledge.   Why should I not credit the
autibor of that great work on the history of the warfare of
science with theology with a desire to learn at first hand

